**Book List:**

**TIME FOR YOUR CHECK UP**

These books are all about your health. Stories featuring doctors of all kinds and feeling sick can be found on this list!

**Picture Books** are shelved by the author’s last name.

**Boutique Bins** are located in the Picture Book area.

**Nonfiction Books** are shelved by the Dewey decimal number.

---

### EYE DOCTOR/GLASSES

**Picture Books:**
- *I Can See Just Fine*  
  Barclay, Eric
- *Arthur’s Eyes*  
  Brown, Marc
- *Luna and the Big Blur: A Story for Children Who Wear Glasses*  
  Day, Shirley
- *Dogs Don’t Wear Glasses*  
  Geoghegan, Adrienne
- *The Patch*  
  Headley, Justina Chen
- *Baby Duck and the Bad Eyeglasses*  
  Hest, Amy
- *Specs for Rex*  
  Ismail, Yasmeen
- *My Travelin’ Eye*  
  Kostecki-Shaw, Jenny Sue
- *Glamorous Glasses*  
  Newman, Barbara Johansen

**Royalty Boutique Bin:**
- *Princess Peepers*  
  Calvert, Pam

**Nonfiction:**
- *Does an Owl Wear Eyeglasses?: Think About How Everyone Sees*  
  Ziefert, Harriet

---

### DENTIST

**Picture Books:**
- *Open Wide!*  
  Barber, Tom
- *Maisy, Charley, and the Wobbly Tooth*  
  Cousins, Lucy

---

### DOCTOR

**Picture Books:**
- *Doctor Ted*  
  Beaty, Andrea
- *Mother Mother I Feel Sick, Send for the Doctor, Quick Quick Quick*  
  Charlip, Remy
- *My Friend the Doctor*  
  Cole, Joanna
- *Doctor Maisy*  
  Cousins, Lucy
Izzy Impala’s Imaginary Illnesses
DeRubertis, Barbara

Doctor Meow’s Big Emergency
Lloyd, Sam, 1971-

Froggy Goes to the Doctor
London, Jonathan

Here Comes Doctor Hippo
London, Jonathan

Time to See the Doctor
Maisner, Heather

Visit to the Doctor
Marleau, Eve

I’m Getting a Checkup
Singer, Marilyn

Katie Goes to the Doctor
Slegers, Liesbet

Freddie Visits the Doctor
Smee, Nicola

Felix Feels Better
Wells, Rosemary

Nonfiction:

ABC Doctor
J 610 MUR
Murphy, Liz

Does a Hippo Go to the Doctor?:
Think About How Everyone
Keeps Healthy
J 610 ZIE
Ziefert, Harriet

My Mother is a Doctor
J 610.6952 SIM
Simon, Charnan

My First Trip to the Doctor
J 618.92 KAW
Kawa, Katie

TOOTH FAIRY

Picture Books:

You Think It’s Easy Being
the Tooth Fairy?
Bell-Rehwoldt, Sheri

Tooth Fairy’s First Night
Bowen, Anne

The Tooth Fairy Wars
Coombs, Kate

Dear Tooth Fairy
Edwards, Pamela Duncan

Tooth on the Loose
Elya, Susan Middleton

April and Esme, Tooth Fairies
Graham, Bob

The Tooth Fairy Meets
El Ratón Pérez
Lainez, René Colato

Nice Try, Tooth Fairy
Olson, Mary W.

Gone with the Wand:
A Fairy’s Tale
Palatini, Margie

Here Comes the Tooth Fairy Cat
Underwood, Deborah

Dinosaur Boutique Bin:

The Dinosaur Tooth Fairy
Brockenbrough, Martha

FEELING SICK

Picture Books:

Iris Has a Virus
Alda, Arlene

The Sniffles for Bear
Becker, Bonny

Sneezy Louise
Breznak, Irene

Max
Callen, Sharon

Goldie Locks Has Chicken Pox
Dealely, Erin

Llama Llama Home with Mama
Dewdney, Anna

Uh-oh Sick!
DiTerlizzi, Tony

Chicken Soup by Heart
Hershenhorn, Esther

Don’t You Feel Well, Sam?
Hest, Amy

If Beaver Had a Fever
Ketteman, Helen

Sick Simon
Krall, Dan

Taking Care of Mama Rabbit
Lobel, Anita

Precious and the Boo Hag
McKissack, Pat

Taking Care of Mama
Modarressi, Mitra

I’m Not Feeling Well Today
Neitzel, Shirley

My Cold Went on Vacation:
Aitchoo!!
Rausch, Molly

When Vera Was Sick
Rosenberry, Vera

Get Well Soon, Adam
Sarah, Duchess of York

Kevin Goes to the Hospital
Slegers, Liesbet

A Sick Day for Amos McGee
Stead, Philip

The Lady with the
Alligator Purse
Westcott, Nadine Bernard

Bear Feels Sick
Wilson, Karma

Dinosaur Boutique Bin:

How Do Dinosaurs Get Well
Soon?
Yolen, Jane